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      Ken Gregory has produced a concise but comprehensive guide to geomorphology which is characterised by a very clear text, superbly useful tables, and some mini-biographies of some of the leading figures in the discipline.  It is particularly strong on the different types of geomorphological environments, including those of cities
Professor Andrew Goudie
University of Oxford



  
              


    
      



 


 
      I think this book is very suitable for undergraduate level and I will recommend it to my colleagues.

This book is very well to whom interested in reconstruction the paleoclimatic condition.




  
          Mr Abdallah Zaki




              


    
      



 


 
      Finally a compact and straightforward geomorphology book, which undergraduates may use without feeling daunted by the sheer book size of this discipline. The students took in well this book and felt it was the right bridge between their basic knowledge of geomorphology within the geography discipline and the next step in specialising further in geomorphology as a field.




  
          Mr Ritienne  Gauci 




              


    
      



 


 
      Fine




  
          Mr Jonathan Roberts




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this book to be read "after" the course, due to its broad and holistic vision of the earth's lanscapes. Our course is mainly oriented to processes and landforms which are not fully covered in Gregory's book. Anyway, the numerous tables included in each chapter are very useful.

The chapter on "Urban Landscapes" is highly recommended as it is not usual to find such separate chapter on a textbook.




  
          Dr Jaume Bordonau




              


    
      



 


 
      There still isn't a book that really covers exactly what I do in this module, but this new book by Gregory adds some nice new angles on the traditional material, giving students a refreshing, different flavour in their reading. I am recommending it as supplementary reading this year, with a view to judging student feedback at the end of the year and deciding whether to promote it more strongly in future years.




  
          Dr Peter Knight




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a nice overview over the main aspects of geomorphology. It very clearly written and very well suited for students in the first years. Moreover the price is very not very high, so I would recommend it in a class for supplementary reading, besides German-language textbooks.




  
          Mr Udo Brixy




              


    
      



 


 
      Clearly structured with useful diagrams




  
          Dr Simon Hutchinson




              


    
      



 


 
      This book provides a good, accessible overview of many of the Earth's key environments (natural and urban) and considers ways of explaining their development and management issues associated with them.  Because of the breadth of material covered this book would be a useful text for students undertaking a range of physical geography courses at all undergraduate levels.




  
          Dr Patricia Warke




              


    
      



 


 
      I confirm the reciept of the Inspection copy and having gone through the topics discussed found the book quite worthy of adoption for courses in my department. The author touched the main issues in geomorphology and landscape development. 

The book is clearly written and can easilybe understood by the student.




  
          Mr Oludare Adedeji
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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